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Summary
Cell division in Escherichia coli is mediated by a
large protein complex called the divisome. Most of
the divisome proteins have been identified, but how
they assemble onto the Z ring scaffold to form the
divisome and work together to synthesize the septum
is not well understood. In this review, we summarize
the latest findings on divisome assembly and activation as well as provide our perspective on how these
two processes might be regulated.

An overview of the E. coli divisome
Cell division is a fundamental process that has to be
executed precisely in all living organisms because an
error in this process may result in cell death. To accomplish this task, E. coli employs a large protein complex
called the divisome that consists of a protein network
extending from the cytoplasm to all three layers of the
cell envelope (de Boer, 2010; Lutkenhaus et al., 2012;
Tsang and Bernhardt, 2015a). These proteins include a
cytoskeletal protein that provides the scaffold for the
assembly of the whole complex, peptidoglycan synthases and hydrolases that remodel the peptidoglycan
network, a DNA translocase that coordinates cell division and chromosome segregation, proteins that coordinate peptidoglycan synthesis and invagination of the
membranes and many other proteins with regulatory
functions. Together, these proteins assemble into a
tightly regulated peptidoglycan synthesis machine that
builds a septum between the segregated chromosomes
to safely separate the cell into two daughter cells while
avoiding catastrophic consequences.
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The past three decades have witnessed the identification of many divisome proteins in E. coli. Over 3 dozen
proteins have been identified as components of the divisome and the number is still increasing. Among these
proteins are a dozen that are essential or conditionally
essential for division, including FtsZ, FtsA, ZipA, FtsE,
FtsX, FtsK, FtsQ, FtsL, FtsB, FtsW, FtsI and FtsN (Fig.
1). Most of these 12 proteins are highly conserved in
the bacterial domain and constitute the basic components of the divisome. FtsZ is a bacterial tubulin homolog that polymerizes into filaments that coalesce into the
Z ring at the future division site to provide a scaffold for
the assembly of the entire divisome (Bi and Lutkenhaus,
1991; de Boer et al., 1992; RayChaudhuri and Park,
1992; Mukherjee et al., 1993; Lowe and Amos, 1998; de
Boer, 2010; Erickson et al., 2010; Lutkenhaus et al.,
2012). The dynamics of FtsZ filaments organize the synthesis of peptidoglycan at the septum and may also contribute to the driving force for constriction (Erickson
et al., 2010; Bisson-Filho et al., 2017; Coltharp and
Xiao, 2017; Yang et al., 2017). FtsA is an actin-like protein associated with the membrane through an amphipathic helix (Bork et al., 1992; van den Ent and Lowe,
2000; Pichoff and Lutkenhaus, 2005) and ZipA is a
bitopic membrane protein with a large cytoplasmic
domain that interacts with FtsZ (Hale and de Boer,
1997). Both FtsA and ZipA bind to a conserved Cterminal peptide (CCTP) of FtsZ to anchor FtsZ polymers to the membrane so that they can coalesce into
the Z ring (Ma and Margolin, 1999; Mosyak et al., 2000;
Haney et al., 2001; Szwedziak et al., 2012).
Although FtsA or ZipA is sufficient for Z ring formation, both are necessary for the recruitment of downstream division proteins (Pichoff and Lutkenhaus, 2002).
The latest findings indicate a critical role for FtsA in regulating the activity of the divisome (Liu et al., 2015;
Tsang and Bernhardt, 2015b). FtsE and FtsX are the
ATP-binding and membrane subunits, respectively, of an
ATP-binding cassette transporter-like complex (Gill
et al., 1986; Schmidt et al., 2004). FtsEX uses its
ATPase cycle to control cell wall hydrolysis at the septum through regulation of amidases that cleave the stem
peptide of peptidoglycan to promote cell separation
(Yang et al., 2011). Recent findings suggest that FtsEX
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Fig. 1. Components of the
divisome. The twelve proteins
that make up the essential
components of the divisome
in E. coli are indicated along
with their functions. These
include the Fts proteins,
indicated by a capital letter,
and ZipA. FtsZ assembles
into the Z ring that is a
scaffold for assembly of the
complete divisome. FtsZ
filaments are attached to the
membrane by a short
conserved C-terminal peptide
(small yellow box) which binds
to FtsA and ZipA.

also acts on FtsA to regulate the assembly and activity
of the divisome (Du et al., 2016). FtsK is a DNA translocase that helps resolve chromosome dimers and
removes DNA from the constricting septum (Liu et al.,
€nnik
1998; Yu et al., 1998b; Steiner et al., 1999; Ma
et al., 2017). Its essential function in cell division resides
in its non-translocase transmembrane domain which
links downstream divisome proteins to the Z ring
(Draper et al., 1998; Wang and Lutkenhaus, 1998; Yu
et al., 1998a; Chen and Beckwith, 2001). FtsK can be
relatively easily bypassed under various conditions suggesting it was integrated into the pathway during evolution to improve the efficiency of division (Geissler and
Margolin, 2005; Dubarry et al., 2010).
FtsQ, FtsL and FtsB are all bitopic membrane proteins that form a complex that acts as a scaffold for the
recruitment of downstream divisome proteins (Carson
et al., 1991; Guzman et al., 1997; Buddelmeijer and
Beckwith, 2004). However, recent studies imply that this
complex also plays a critical role in regulating the activity of the divisome (Liu et al., 2015; Tsang and Bernhardt, 2015b). FtsW is a polytypic membrane protein
belonging to the widely conserved SEDS (shape, elongation, division and sporulation) family of membrane
proteins (Ikeda et al., 1989). It was thought to be a flippase for lipid II (the peptidoglycan precursor)(Mohammadi et al., 2011; Mohammadi et al., 2014), however,
the latest findings from Bernhardt’s and Rudner’s groups
as well as Errington’s group indicate that the SEDS family proteins constitute a new family of peptidoglycan glycosyltransferases (Cho et al., 2016; Meeske et al.,
2016; Emami et al., 2017). Thus, FtsW is a putative

peptidoglycan glycosyltransferase dedicated to division
working with its partner FtsI, also called penicillin binding protein 3 (PBP3), a peptidoglycan transpeptidase, to
synthesize septal peptidoglycan (Botta and Park, 1981).
FtsN is the last essential divisome protein recruited to
the division site and is considered the trigger for cell
constriction (Addinall et al., 1997; Gerding et al., 2009;
Lutkenhaus, 2009). Recent studies from multiple groups
reinforce this idea (Busiek and Margolin, 2014; Liu
et al., 2015; Pichoff et al., 2015) but how exactly FtsN
triggers cell constriction remains to be elucidated. The
remaining 20 plus division proteins are not essential for
division and are not discussed in this microreview.

Assembly of the divisome
Assembly of the divisome can be divided into two temporally distinct stages (Aarsman et al., 2005). The first
stage involves formation of a Z ring at the future division
site by FtsZ with the help of its membrane anchors FtsA
and ZipA. Formation of the Z ring is temporally and spatially regulated to ensure that it is assembled precisely
at midcell so that cell division is coordinated with chromosome segregation, ensuring equal distribution of cellular contents to daughter cells (Lutkenhaus, 2007). A
number of functionally redundant FtsZ associated proteins called Zaps (ZapA, ZapC and ZapD) enhance Z
ring formation by cross-linking FtsZ polymers (GueirosFilho and Losick, 2002; Durand-Heredia et al., 2011;
Hale et al., 2011; Durand-Heredia et al., 2012). In addition, ZapA (along with ZapB) has a unique role in linking
C 2017 John Wiley & Sons Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 105, 177–187
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the Z ring to the terminus region of the chromosome
(Espeli et al., 2012; Buss et al., 2015; Buss et al.,
2017). These proteins (except ZapB) localize to the Z
ring through direct interaction with FtsZ. The ABC
transporter-like complex FtsEX also localizes to the Z
ring as it is forming (Schmidt et al., 2004). FtsE is
reported to interact with FtsZ (Corbin et al., 2007), but
how FtsEX localizes to the division site remains to be
determined. Together, these proteins constitute the early
components of the divisome and are referred to as the
Z ring. After a temporary delay due to an unknown
mechanism the second stage of divisome assembly
occurs (Aarsman et al., 2005). During the second stage,
seven essential cell division proteins, FtsK, FtsQ, FtsL,
FtsB, FtsW, FtsI and FtsN, are recruited to the Z ring
almost simultaneously. Although the determinants for
midcell localization of a few of these proteins have been
defined, such as FtsI and FtsN, the determinants of
most of them still await identification. Once FtsN arrives
at the Z ring, the divisome is activated to synthesize
septal peptidoglycan to divide the cell.

The linear hierarchical assembly pathway
Studies of division protein localization following depletion
of one of the components led to the idea that recruitment of the second cascade of divisome proteins to the
Z ring proceeds in a linear hierarchical manner (Buddelmeijer and Beckwith, 2002). Take FtsQ for example, in
its absence FtsZ, FtsA, ZipA, FtsEX and FtsK (upstream
proteins) localize but the downstream proteins (FtsL,
FtsB, FtsW, FtsI and FtsN) do not (Fig. 1). This
approach has been used to determine the dependency
relationship for localization of division proteins. However,
it should be kept in mind that this dependence relationship is not necessarily a reflection of the order of
assembly or a reflection of direct protein-protein interaction between adjacent proteins. For example, although
FtsB can interact directly with FtsQ (Glas et al., 2015),
its localization to the Z ring follows the localization of
FtsL (Buddelmeijer et al., 2002), which interacts with
both FtsQ and FtsB (Buddelmeijer and Beckwith, 2004).
In fact, FtsQ, FtsL and FtsB form a subcomplex even
before they localize to the Z ring (Buddelmeijer and
Beckwith, 2004). It is also noteworthy that a direct
protein-protein interaction between two division proteins
does not necessarily mean that they would be adjacent
in the pathway. FtsN interacts with FtsA directly (Busiek
et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2015; Pichoff et al., 2015), but it
does not localize to the Z ring as it forms. Instead, it is
the last to localize to the Z ring and requires the presence of FtsA, FtsQ and FtsI (Addinall et al., 1997;
Goehring et al., 2006). It should be noted that
C 2017 John Wiley & Sons Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 105, 177–187
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localization results using GFP-FtsN have to be interpreted with caution as overproduction of FtsN suppresses many division defects and can bypass some
genes (Pichoff et al., 2015) Therefore, the hierarchical
assembly pathway has to be interpreted with caution
and there may exist multiple routes for division proteins
to get to the division site.

The alternative assembly pathway
The first evidence for non-sequential assembly of the
divisome came from studies that forced the localization
of a late divisome protein to the Z ring in the absence of
an upstream protein by fusing it to a protein that directly
interacts with FtsZ (Goehring and Beckwith, 2005;
Goehring et al., 2005). This method, called ‘premature
targeting’, revealed that such a targeted late divisome
protein not only recruits downstream division proteins
but also back recruits upstream division proteins to the
Z ring (Goehring et al., 2005). For example, a ZapAFtsL fusion is able to recruit all downstream division proteins (except FtsN) and upstream proteins FtsK and
FtsQ to the Z ring in the absence of FtsA (Goehring
et al., 2005), which is normally required for localization
of all these proteins. These findings suggest that most
of the second stage divisome proteins except FtsN form
a large protein complex that localizes to the Z ring with
FtsK as a linker (Goehring and Beckwith, 2005).
More direct evidence for non-sequential assembly of
the divisome came from the surprising findings that several essential division proteins can be bypassed by
mutations or overexpression of other division proteins
without much of an effect on division (Fig. 2). ZipA,
FtsEX and FtsK can all be bypassed individually by a
single mutation in ftsA called ftsA* or by overexpression
of FtsN (Geissler et al., 2003; Geissler and Margolin,
2005; Reddy, 2007; Pichoff et al., 2015) (Fig. 2B). Subsequent studies identified additional mutations in ftsA,
ftsB, ftsL and ftsW that can bypass ZipA or FtsEX (Pichoff et al., 2012; Tsang and Bernhardt, 2015b; Du et al.,
2016). Since ZipA, FtsEX and FtsK are normally necessary for the recruitment of downstream division proteins
(Fig. 2A), it raises the question of how these divisome
proteins are recruited in these bypass situations. With
overexpression of FtsN, the N-terminal domain of FtsN,
which interacts directly with FtsA, appears to be critical
(Pichoff et al., 2015). This suggests that in the absence
of an intermediate protein, overexpression of FtsN promotes premature interaction between FtsN and FtsA
and back-recruits the divisome proteins to the Z ring
(Fig. 2B). In the case of bypass by activating mutations
in division proteins (FtsL, B, or W), the mechanism
responsible for recruitment is less clear although the
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Fig. 2. Assembly of the divisome. (A) Normal assembly pathway. The divisome assembles in two stages. In the first stage the Z ring forms
when FtsZ filaments, attached to the membrane by ZipA and FtsA, coalesce into the ring. FtsEX acts on FtsA to convert it to a monomer (m)
which recruits the late division proteins. ZipA also assists in this step. The last protein in the pathway FtsN activates septal PG synthesis with
N
FtsN interacting with FtsA in the cytoplasm and EFtsN acting in the periplasm. The blue arrows indicate known or suspected interactions and
the red arrows indicate regulatory interactions. (B) Alternative assembly pathway. Some proteins can be bypassed by mutation or
environmental conditions. ftsA* mutations, which make FtsA more monomeric, can bypass FtsEX, ZipA or FtsK individually. Under these
conditions FtsN, normally the last protein recruited, is postulated to back recruit the other proteins. Overexpression of FtsN or activating
mutations in ftsL and ftsB can also bypass FtsEX, ZipA or FtsK. It is likely that these conditions also favor the interaction between FtsA and
FtsN.

interaction between FtsN and FtsA is likely also the driving force, but this possibility needs to be verified. If it
turns out to be true, we can conclude that there are two
ways the second cascade of divisome proteins localize
to the Z ring: one is through FtsK and the other is
through FtsN. The FtsN-mediated pathway occurs when
FtsN is overexpressed or the cells contain mutations in
divisome proteins that can promote or strengthen FtsN’s
interaction with FtsA. It is not clear why this assembly
pathway does not occur under physiological conditions.
One possibility is that the binding site for FtsN on FtsA
is not available until all the other division proteins are
present at the Z ring. Another possibility is that FtsN is
somehow sequestered from the assembling divisome
complex by an unknown mechanism. Results from a
recent study favor the latter idea because the N-terminal
domain of FtsN can localize to the Z ring in the absence
of FtsQ (Busiek and Margolin, 2014), even though full
length FtsN does not, as previously revealed by immunofluorescence microscopy (Goehring et al., 2006).

A critical role for FtsA in divisome assembly
Although both FtsA and ZipA are necessary for recruitment of downstream divisome proteins to the Z ring, it is

clear that FtsA plays a more important role: ZipA can be
bypassed by many conditions as mentioned above and
FtsA, but not ZipA, interacts with many divisome proteins (Karamova et al., 2005). The fact that all mutations
in FtsA that decrease self-interaction (but are functional)
bypass ZipA lead to a model in which monomeric FtsA
is responsible for recruiting downstream divisome proteins (Pichoff et al., 2012) (Fig. 2). In this model, ZipA
modulates the polymerization state of FtsA at the Z ring,
possibly by competing with FtsA for the CCTP of FtsZ.
Importantly, the binding sites for downstream division
proteins are also involved in FtsA’s self-interaction such
that FtsA can only recruit downstream proteins when it
becomes monomeric. Consistent with this model, the IC
domain of FtsA, which is also involved in selfinteraction, has been shown to interact with FtsN
(Busiek et al., 2012). Overexpression of FtsN presumably bypasses ZipA because the interaction between
FtsN and FtsA is favored allowing FtsN to back recruit
other divisome proteins to the Z ring (Fig. 2B). Although
this model is well supported by genetic data, there is a
caveat: FtsN is the last recruit during divisome assembly
and there must be another division protein that is earlier
than FtsN and interacts with monomeric FtsA. This protein is likely FtsK because it is the first protein that localizes to the Z ring during the second stage of divisome
C 2017 John Wiley & Sons Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 105, 177–187
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assembly (Wang and Lutkenhaus, 1998) (Fig. 1), but
direct evidence for interaction between FtsA and FtsK is
missing so far.
FtsEX is also necessary for recruitment of downstream division proteins under physiological conditions
(Schmidt et al., 2004). If FtsA directly recruits downstream proteins to the Z ring, then what is the role of
FtsEX in recruitment? A recent study suggests that
FtsEX directly regulates the polymerization state of FtsA
to promote recruitment (Du et al., 2016) (Fig. 2A). ATP
hydrolysis by FtsEX is not required but interaction
between FtsX and a specific motif in FtsA is required as
mutations in this motif that abrogate this interaction prevent the localization of the downstream protein FtsK to
the Z ring (Arends et al., 2009; Du et al., 2016). How
exactly the FtsEX-FtsA interaction leads to recruitment
is not clear, but mutations that reduce FtsA selfinteraction can bypass FtsEX and rescue FtsA mutants
that are defective in interaction with FtsX. These genetic
interactions imply that once FtsA is in the monomeric
form FtsEX becomes dispensable for recruitment.
Therefore, a model in which FtsEX interacts with FtsA
to antagonize its polymerization or to maintain it in the
monomeric form has been proposed (Du et al., 2016).
However, additional biochemical evidence is required to
support this model.
FtsA is an actin-like protein and forms cytoplasmic filaments when its membrane targeting sequence (MTS)
is removed (Pichoff et al., 2012). It can also polymerize
into actin-like filaments on the membrane in vivo and in
vitro (Szwedziak et al., 2012). Since regulation of the oligomerization state of FtsA has been suggested as a
critical step in divisome assembly, one would expect
that the ATPase cycle of FtsA would be critical for its
function and some of the FtsA binding proteins might
directly affect the polymerization dynamics of FtsA by
regulating its ATPase cycle. However, the ATPase activity of FtsA and its polymerization dynamics have not
been well characterized due to the difficulties in working
with FtsA in vitro. One group has reported that purified
E. coli FtsA binds to and hydrolyze ATP in the absence
of membrane (Herricks et al., 2014). It would be interesting to see whether FtsEX and FtsN affect the ATPase
activity and polymerization of FtsA.
Recently an FtsZ mutant was reported to bypass ZipA
(Haeusser et al., 2015). Because this mutant displayed
increased bundling in vitro, an ‘FtsZ centric’ model was
proposed to explain the bypass of ZipA (Haeusser
et al., 2015). In this model, the essential function of
ZipA is to bundle FtsZ polymers and the bundling of
FtsZ polymers leads to the recruitment of downstream
divisome proteins to the Z ring (Haeusser et al., 2015).
It is not clear how FtsZ bundling can lead to recruitment
and what the role of FtsA in recruitment is in this model.
C 2017 John Wiley & Sons Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 105, 177–187
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The authors also proposed that FtsA antagonizes FtsZ
polymerization at the Z ring (Haeusser et al., 2015).
However, it is hard to imagine how the Z ring is maintained in the absence ZipA and how FtsA mutants such
as FtsA* bypass ZipA if FtsA antagonizes FtsZ polymerization. Nonetheless, this alternative model offers a different view of the recruitment process and the bypass of
ZipA by the FtsZ mutant underscores the complexity of
regulation of divisome assembly.

Activation of the divisome
Arrival of FtsN at the Z ring signals the completion of
divisome core assembly and activates the divisome to
start septal PG synthesis. The onset of PG synthesis
results in the recruitment of additional cell wall remodeling enzymes and proteins that coordinate cell wall synthesis with invagination of the membranes, leading to
cell constriction and separation. In the current selfenhancing model, the initial localization of FtsN to the Z
ring is mediated by its N-terminal cytoplasmic domain,
N
FtsN, interacting with FtsA (Gerding et al., 2009; Liu
et al., 2015). This interaction in the cytoplasm stabilizes
FtsA in the on state (monomeric) for cell constriction but
also brings the essential domain of FtsN, EFtsN, to the
divisome to activate septal PG synthesis in the periplasm (Fig. 3, Liu et al., 2015). Synthesis of septal PG
leads to the recruitment and activation of amidases that

Fig. 3. Activation of the divisome for septal PG synthesis. FtsEX
acts on FtsA to make it monomeric such that FtsA recruits the
downstream divisome proteins (FtsK, FtsQLB and FtsWI). The
arrival of FtsN triggers the activation of septal PG synthesis
(FtsWI). Continuous ATP hydrolysis by FtsEX is required for PG
synthesis and hydrolysis while the treadmilling of FtsZ filaments
causes the PG synthesis machine to rotate around the septum
resulting in symmetrical incorporation of PG.
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generate denuded peptidoglycan strands at the septum,
which are substrates for the C-terminal SPOR domain
of FtsN (SFtsN) (Gerding et al., 2009; Yahashiri et al.,
2015). SFtsN binding to denuded peptidoglycan strands
in turn results in the recruitment of more FtsN to the
divisome to activate septal PG synthesis, forming a positive feedback loop (Gerding et al., 2009).
FtsN was originally thought to activate septal PG synthesis by directly stimulating the transpeptidase activity
of FtsI (PBP3) (Gerding et al., 2009). However, screening for suppressor mutations that bypass EFtsN function
resulted in the identification of mutations in FtsA, FtsB
and FtsL (Liu et al., 2015). Analysis of these mutants
leads to a model in which FtsA and FtsQLB keep the
divisome complex in the inactive state until FtsN arrives
which then switches the complex to the active state by
interacting with FtsA in the cytoplasm via NFtsN and
relieving the suppression from FtsQLB in the periplasm
via EFtsN (Liu et al., 2015). Study of a hyperactive FtsL*
mutant by Bernhardt’s group also led to the conclusion
that FtsQLB plays a critical role in activating the divisome complex for septal PG synthesis (Tsang and
Bernhardt, 2015b). In their models, FtsA and FtsQLB
exist in two different conformational states, OFF and
ON, and the switch is controlled by FtsN (Liu et al.,
2015; Tsang and Bernhardt, 2015a,b). The activation
signals in the cytoplasm (FtsA) and periplasm (FtsQLB)
work synergistically to activate septal PG synthesis, but
E
FtsN alone is sufficient when expressed at a high level
(and delivered to the periplasm)( Liu et al., 2015; Tsang
and Bernhardt, 2015a). Presumably, FtsQLB in the OFF
state suppresses the divisome activity by inhibiting the
activity of the PG synthases FtsW and FtsI. The activation signal for FtsA correlates with its oligomerization
state because many FtsA variants that are reduced for
self-interaction are able to support cell division with
reduced level of FtsN compared to wild type FtsA (Du
et al., 2016). However, how the activation signal in FtsA
is communicated to FtsQLB in the periplasm remains to
be elucidated.
In addition to FtsA and FtsQLB, FtsEX has recently
been shown to play a role in divisome activation as well
(Du et al., 2016). FtsEX mutants predicted to be
impaired in ATPase activity have been known to block
cell constriction but not divisome assembly (Arends
et al., 2009), a phenotype remarkably similar to inhibition of cell division by inhibitors which block the transpeptidase activity of FtsI. This similarity suggests that
ATPase mutants of FtsEX prevent septal PG synthesis,
but how is not clear. A recent study showed that this
division inhibition by ATPase mutants of FtsEX depends
on the interaction between FtsEX and FtsA, suggesting
that FtsEX ATPase mutants lock FtsA in the inactive
form or prevent FtsA from communicating with the

FtsQLB complex (Du et al., 2016). Consistent with such
a model, mutations in ftsB and ftsL that activate septal
PG synthesis in the absence of EFtsN function provide
resistance to the inhibition by the ATPase mutants of
FtsEX, while mutations in ftsA that activate septal PG
synthesis are still sensitive (Du et al., 2016). Also,
reducing the interaction between FtsA and FtsEX renders cells resistant to inhibition caused by ATPase
mutants of FtsEX (Du et al., 2016). Since the ATPase
cycle of FtsEX has been known to govern cell wall
hydrolysis at the septum by regulating amidase activity,
these new findings indicate that the FtsEX complex
uses its ATPase cycle to regulate PG synthesis as well
as PG hydrolysis at the septum.
With the identification of FtsW as a putative PG glycosyltransferase, it is likely that FtsW and its cognate
transpeptidase FtsI are the PG synthases primarily
responsible for synthesizing septal PG. Thus, divisome
activation means activating the enzymatic activities of
these two PG synthases. In the current model, FtsW
and FtsI would be active before they localize to the division site and FtsA and FtsQLB would suppress their
activity at the Z ring (before FtsN arrives) (Liu et al.,
2015). This is somewhat counterintuitive given that the
bifunctional PG synthases, class A penicillin binding proteins, are kept inactive by an auto-inhibitory mechanism
and are activated by cognate lipoproteins (Paradis-Bleau
et al., 2010; Typas et al., 2010; Markovski et al., 2016).
However, if the late divisome proteins (FtsK, FtsQLB,
FtsWI but not FtsN) form a complex outside of the Z
ring as suggested above, it is reasonable that the activity of FtsWI is suppressed by FtsQLB. An alternative
possibility is that FtsW and FtsI, similar to the class A
PBPs, are kept inactive by an auto-inhibitory mechanism
at the Z ring before FtsN arrives. Arrival of FtsN at the Z
ring might trigger a conformational change in FtsA and
the FtsQLB complex such that they switch to the ON
state. The ON signal in FtsA is transmitted across the
membrane to the FtsQLB complex, which interacts with
FtsW and FtsI to relieve inhibition. Mutations in ftsA,
ftsB and ftsL that allow cells to divide with reduced FtsN
function may switch FtsQLB to the ON state by causing
a conformational change in these proteins. Mutations in
ftsW or ftsI that enable the cells to start septal PG synthesis at a smaller cell size or require reduced FtsN
function for division likely cause subtle conformational
changes in the proteins that relieve the auto-inhibition.
This model is slightly different than the one proposed by
de Boer’s group due to the introduction of an autoinhibitory mechanism for FtsW and FtsI instead of suppression by FtsQLB. However, both models are well
supported by genetic data and future studies to understand the regulation of the catalytic activity of FtsW and
FtsI would be critical to distinguish the two models.
C 2017 John Wiley & Sons Ltd, Molecular Microbiology, 105, 177–187
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FtsZ dynamics are coupled to activity of the divisome

FtsZ-dependent division

The Z ring is a dynamic cytoskeletal element with a
turnover time of less than 10 sec due to the intrinsic
GTPase activity of FtsZ (Stricker et al., 2002). Ever
since its discovery, the Z ring has been proposed to
direct septal PG synthesis (Bi and Lutkenhaus, 1991),
but how was not clear. We now know that it not only
functions as a scaffold for the assembly of the entire
division apparatus but that FtsZ filament dynamics are
coupled to the synthesis of septal PG (Bisson-Filho
et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017). FtsZ mutants with
reduced GTPase activity result in asymmetric constriction, producing daughter cells with contorted polar morphologies (Addinall and Lutkenhaus, 1996; Yang et al.,
2017). This phenotype suggests that the GTPase activity of FtsZ is not essential for division or septal PG synthesis per se, but a dynamic Z ring is required for the
distribution of PG synthesis so that symmetrical invagination of the septum occurs (Addinall and Lutkenhaus,
1996; Lutkenhaus et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2017).
Tracking the dynamics of FtsZ polymers at the Z ring
revealed that they treadmill circumferentially at the division site (Bisson-Filho et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017)
(Fig. 3). The septal PG synthases FtsW and FtsI along
with the other divisome proteins follow the movement of
FtsZ polymers to distribute PG synthesis around the
septum likely because they form a complex with FtsA
which chases the movement of FtsZ polymers by binding to the CCTPs of FtsZ polymers. Reducing the
GTPase activity of FtsZ slows down the movement of
FtsZ polymers at the Z ring and leads to uneven incorporation of septal PG, resulting in the formation of distorted septa (Yang et al., 2017). One can imagine FtsZ
polymers as trains running in shrinking circles and the
PG synthases as workers that distribute the building
blocks to form the septum. When the trains run at a
constant speed, a smooth septum will be built overtime
because septal PG material is incorporated evenly
around the circle. However, when the trains are not running or are running too slowly, distribution of PG materials around the circle will be unequal. This uneven
incorporation of PG changes the overall organization of
PG at the division site, resulting in deformation of the
septum. Interestingly, in the gram-positive bacterium
Bacillus subtilis, the dynamics of FtsZ polymers at the Z
ring not only control the distribution of PG synthesis but
also the overall septal PG synthesis rate (Bisson-Filho
et al., 2017). In other words, the faster FtsZ polymers
treadmill, the higher the rate of septal PG incorporation,
and vice versa. It is not clear why there is a difference
between E. coli and B. subtilis, but it may reflect the different demands of septal PG synthesis in gram-positive
bacteria which have a much thicker PG layer.

Francois Jacob once stated ‘the dream of a bacterium is
to become two bacteria’. It is now clear that most bacteria achieve this dream using an FtsZ-dependent cell
division mechanism. It is perhaps surprising that this
mechanism is so widespread and conserved considering
the diversity of bacteria and the evolutionary time
involved. As discussed above, studies of this process in
E. coli have revealed the basic components of the FtsZdependent division apparatus and the regulatory principles. However, as the process of division is explored in
more bacterial species, we begin to see variations in
this process despite conservation of many of the main
components. Different proteins are employed to tether
FtsZ polymers to the membrane. For example, B. subtilis EMPLOYS SEPF, EZRA and FtsA (Singh et al., 2007;
Duman et al., 2013), while Caulobacter crescentus uses
FzlC, FtsA and possibly a third protein (Meier et al.,
2016). SepF and possibly other proteins are likely the
membrane anchors in cyanobacteria and actinobacteria
that lack FtsA (Marbouty et al. 2009; Gola et al. 2015).
The assembly pathway is also altered compared to E.
coli. For example, FtsN localizes to the Z ring earlier
than FtsA in C. crescentus (Goley et al., 2011). Moreover, proteins that are highly conserved and critical for
division in E. coli may be dispensable in other species.
For example, FtsQ and FtsA can be bypassed in B. subtilis (Beall and Lutkenhaus, 1989; Beall and Lutkenhaus,
1992; Hamoen et al., 2006; Ishikawa et al., 2006) and
deletion of FtsB has no significant effect on cell division
in C. crescentus (Goley et al., 2011).
FtsN, which is highlighted here for its ability to trigger
septation, is not as highly conserved (appears only in
Proteobacteria) as the division proteins in the dcw cluster (FtsZ, A, I, W, L and Q). As activation of the divisome is likely to be a conserved feature, it remains to
be seen how this is accomplished in other bacteria.
Those proteins encoded outside of the dcw region,
ZipA, FtsK, FtsEX, FtsB and FtsN can be bypassed
under certain conditions. These observations raise a
question of what is absolutely required for FtsZdependent cell division. We suggest that there are only
a few elements that are absolutely required: FtsZ, a
membrane tether, PG synthetase (transglycoslyase and
transpeptidase, FtsW and FtsI, respectively) and a protein that connects the PG synthases to the Z ring. In E.
coli these activities are all encoded in the dcw cluster.
All other proteins are encoded outside of this cluster
and appear to be integrated into the system to facilitate
and regulate the division process. This explains why certain proteins can be bypassed in E. coli and why some
proteins can be substituted by functional homologs in
other bacteria. What is clear though, is that a thorough
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understanding of this process in E. coli will serve as a
useful guide and reference for studying this process in
other bacteria.

Conclusion and outlook
The last few years have seen significant advancements
in our understanding of the cytokinesis process in E.
coli, including the elucidation of the role of FtsN in activating the divisome complex (PG synthases) for septal
PG synthesis (Liu et al., 2015), the identification of factors that regulate divisome activation (Liu et al., 2015;
Tsang and Bernhardt, 2015b; Du et al., 2016), the discovery of SEDS family proteins as PG glycosyltransferases (Cho et al., 2016; Meeske et al., 2016; Emami
et al., 2017) and the revelation of the role of FtsZ
dynamics in septal PG synthesis (Bisson-Filho et al.,
2017; Yang et al., 2017). However, many challenges still
remain. Two central questions about divisome assembly
are how the late divisome proteins are connected to the
Z ring and why there is a delay between Z ring formation and completion of divisome assembly. The current
model suggests that the second cascade of divisome
proteins (from FtsK to FtsN) form a complex that is
recruited to the Z ring by interaction with FtsA monomers (Pichoff et al., 2015). Although FtsN interacts with
FtsA, it is the last to be recruited, making it an unfavorable candidate to initiate the cascade. FtsK is most likely
the one that links this sub-complex to FtsA, but how
FtsK is recruited to the Z ring is not clear. There is
some evidence that FtsK interacts with FtsZ (Dubarry
et al., 2010) but its recruitment depends upon FtsA
(Wang and Lutkenhaus, 1998) and there is no evidence
for direct interaction between FtsA and FtsK. The model
for the role of FtsA monomers in recruitment is well supported by genetic data, but suffers from the lack of biochemical data. Future characterization of FtsK
localization and in vitro characterization of FtsA,
although difficult, should provide some insight into these
questions.
Another challenge is to understand how the divisome
is activated for septal PG synthesis. With the identification of FtsW as a putative PG glycosyltransferase dedicated for division, it becomes apparent that most of the
other divisome proteins are there to localize it and its
cognate partner FtsI to the division site and to regulate
their activities. Consistent with this, FtsA, FtsQLB, FtsN
and FtsEX have been proposed to play critical roles in
activating septal PG synthesis even though the mechanism is not clear (Liu et al., 2015; Tsang and Bernhardt,
2015b; Du et al., 2016). Perhaps the key to understanding this regulation is a detailed understanding of the
function of FtsN, especially the function of NFtsN and

E

FtsN. Does NFtsN just capture FtsA in the monomer
state or does it affect the conformation of FtsA and
switch FtsA to the on state? Does EFtsN directly interact
with FtsQLB? If it does, how does this interaction affect
the conformation of the FtsQLB complex? If FtsN is not
highly conserved how is septal PG synthesis regulated
in other bacteria? Does the altered FtsQLB complex
interact directly with FtsW and FtsI to activate their
enzymatic activities? How does the ATPase cycle of
FtsEX control the activation of FtsA or the signal transduction from FtsA to FtsQLB? How does increasing the
osmolarity bypass FtsEX? Answers to all these questions require a combination of genetic, biochemical and
imaging approaches to characterize these proteins and
to reconstitute the whole process of PG synthesis by
FtsW and FtsI. Despite the difficulties in working with
these proteins, most of which are membrane proteins,
we envision that answers to these questions will emerge
soon with the development of biochemical assays to
reconstitute PG synthesis, advancement in imaging and
most importantly the collaboration between colleagues
with different expertise.
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